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p= ~4 “

Wae M. Change 40 miles to 27 miles.

Laat entry of 9?ablek - @mge 5000 ~sq. wt.] to 2500 tsq. XUL.)

!U?ese corrected f@u.Fx8 are CertaiQv Uuderestimmtes, ak!
no provtston has been made for the &g’ea+trCleanktnem of
the air at higher altitudes, only tie>Iesaer demity
hav$ng been considered. If account ifjtaken of the ?.ower
comentratlon of dust, haze, EJtc.,at higher altitudes,
then the radius of 44)miles for a 5axUe_hi@ burst is
probably realistic.

Table 5

Yhethirdentry should.have tli~lethal area 860 (sq. sai.)
chaugedto 900 (sq. mi.).

The fourth entry should read: Lethal dia~ce -4500 yards
Lethal Area -20 Elq.Ilfi.

,Line 6 -The formula should read.

1/3

12 =

()

40 x 106
—-324 X 10
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PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF PHYSICAL EFFECTS
(1)

1. INTROIXJCT1ON

In this brief

PRODUC4D BY A SUPER BOMB

F. Rel.nerjand B.R. Suydam

paper a pre~nary statement is given of the nature

of effects which might be expected from a super bomb whiah is oapable of

Mberating an amount of energy e~ual to 40 million tons of TNT, where a

million tons of TNT is defined as 4.2 x 10
22

ergs. Such a bomb has 2,000

times tie yield of the nominal 20-kiloton fission bomb. It appears possible

to make approximate statements about the effects from an air-burst super bomb,

and rough estimates are given for the effedts of blast, thermal radiation,

ganma rays and neutrons.
.

In consequence of the Impressive dapage areas which a super bcxnbis

capable of causing, the delivery oroblem is considerably simplified from

the point of view of accuracy requirements. For example, a height of burst

anywhere from one to five miles might be acceptable and a radial bombing

error of perhaps five miles does not seem seriously to affeat the results.

No consideration has been given to the effects of an underwater or

underground burst, although it is clear that such work should be undertaken.

From the point of view of blast, it is concluded that a bomb as large

as 150 megatons in energy release would not be a great deal more effective
?
●
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40-megaton energy release, although a more complete discussion bhould
clearly consider various yields. A8 will be mentioned, the scaling
laws discussed here can be reasonably applied in the energy ran~ below
40 megatons.

than a 40-megaton bomb because of the finiteness of the earth’s atnmsphere.

However, from the point of view of thermal radiation, neutron and game-ray

(2)
eflects, this limit does not apply .

II. SCALING LAWS

Despite the fact that the energy released by the super bomb can be.- .

several orders of magnitude greater than that released by conventional fission

bombs, it is, nevertheless, possible to predict with some confidence the

magnitudes of the various phenomena e.g.$ blast, thermal radiation, and

nuclear radiations such as neutrcns and gamna rays, if one starts -withinform-

ation as to the performance of the fission bomb.

It is, of course, recognized that the earliest stages of a super bomb

e~losion find no counterpart in the early stages of a fission bomb explosion

because of the enormously hi~her energy density associated with the super

bomb ‘3).

(2) It is understood that such quesbions as pollution of the at.mosphere
by the creation of carbon-J4 through neuLron capture by nitrogen and
possibilities of activating the qround by neutron capture are being considered
elsewhere, and hence will not be included in the present discussion of effects.
(LAMS 983).

(~) It is of some interest t.oobserve that, although the phenomena associated
with the explosi m of ordimry high explosives and those associated with an
atcxnicbomb explosion are vastly different in the early stages, it has,
nevertheless, proved possible to extrapolate the pressure-distancecurve from
the order of pounds of Mgh explosives to ens of kilotons for a nuclear
explosion, a range of energy release of 101!, and achieve reasonable, better
than order-of-magnitude result6. In the present discussion we are concerned
with extrapolating over an energY range of 13 between evsnts “

w
are much

more nearly similar than Mgh ●xp-losiws ande~mi”e @O
,.0 ● ,

q . ● ,

mm

~;:,

: 2 -.: :
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The earliest stages during which the super bomb and fission bomb

explosions differ can be ex~ested to last until the hot central region} or

ball of fire, has expanded sufficiently so thaL the temperature of the

engulfed material has dropped to a value which is realized in a fission bomb.

The temperatures ti the fission and s~er bombs are to be compared at that

stage in the explosion of the fission bomb, achieved in about 1/2 millisecond,

at which the ball of fire his engulfed a mass of material which is large

compared to the mass of the bomb itself, verhaps 30 meters radius, or a

temperature of ths order of 50,0COC. !%yond this stage, it is reasonabl~ to

expect that Lhe phenomena are similar. ale;ent.arycor,sic%raLionssuffice to

show that the radiative loss before the si~ilarity stage in the case of the

super bomb is very nearly the sane as for the fission bomb in

the explosion.

Therefore, the Lwo events should obey the conventional

this stage of

scalin~ laws

wiLh good accuracy W (cf. however effect of finite a~.nospherediscussed

below).

B. Nuclear Radiations

I’ewill not discuss scaling laws for neutrons and gamna rays because

of their relative ineffectiveness compared with blast and thermal radiaticm.

dore specifically, wi~h respect to neutrons and gamina-rays: because of the

exponential attenuation factor, these radiations are not important over

(4) These scaliqfllaw are described in various reports: LA-7ft3R,and
Volumes II and 111 of the Scientific Directors ReDort of Operation
Sandstone (Sandstone Nos. 8 and 9).
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great enough distances, in the case of the kind of airburst which would tend

to optimize area damage from the blast and thermal point of view, to contribute

appreciatelyto the over-all effectiveness of the super bomb. In passing, it

seems clear that conqmred with a smaller weapon e.g. one

only a few kilotons, a super bomb is relatively poor for

biological dsmsge by neutrons and gaannarays.

having a yield

the production

of

of

It will be seen frcmthe above that, insofar as its important effects

are concerned, a super bomb differs from a conventional fission bcxitbonly in

that a greater ensrgy can be released(5).
●

III. DISCUSS1ON OF EFFECTS

A. Blast EfIects

1. Upper I&nit

A complication is introduced into the matter of scaling from a

fission boub to a super boti because of the finite mass of the atmosphere.

It is clear that if the energy release exceeds a certain critical value, the

super bomb will succeed in ltblowinga holel;in the atmosphere in much the same

way that a bozrbdetonated beneath the surface of the water can cause a bubble

which vents, and so alter the character of the pressure wave expected at the

surface of the earth. A crude estimate of such a critical size can be made

in the following mnner.

The height of the atmosphere, coquted for air at sea-level density,

(5) A super bomb ia here understood to imply the use of a self-sustaining
thermonuclear reaction. From present theoretical considerations, this
should be possible over an enormous range extending upward from perhaps
as low as + 1/10 mgaton.

==iEiiF
-4-
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is five miles. If the bomb is of such a size that it produces an overpressure

of 4-7 pounds per square inch, i.e., one atmosphere, in a uniform atmosphere

at sea-level density at a distance of five miles, then it is apparent that

such a bomb is capable of lifting a column out of the atmsphere. A bomb of

40 megatons would just produce this effect. For larger distances, it is to be

expected that the pressure-distancecurve which one obtains by scaling will

be modified by the finiteness of the atmosphere. An estimate of the yield of

the super bomb beyond which no appreciable increase in the distance at which

the 14.’i’-psipressure level can be realized results from the following considera-

tion of the effect of the rarefaction* fran the top of

tonnage is that for which the rarefaction wave reaches

in a time equal to that required for the shock wave to

the atmosphere. This

the surface of the earth

propagate out to five

miles. In twice this Lime the rarefaction wave from the top of the atmosphere

till have again reached the earthls surface and thus tend seriously to modify

the skmck at the earth!s surface. An estimate carried out on this basis sug-

gests a critical upper limit from the point of view of the blast effect of the

order of 150 megatons. Such a super bcmb would produce the 111-’7-psilevel at

abcut 7 miles, and greater

over which such a

shock wave can be

by simply scaling

pressure

excected

up blast

2.

The

releases do not significantly increase the distance

can be realized. Because of the rarefaction, the

to decay much more rapidly than would be computed

curves from atomic banbs. (6).

Height of Burst

variable density of the atmosphere makes height-of-burst

++ This use of the term ‘Irarefaction!’is sanewhat misleading inasmuch as the
true finite atmosphere effect is due to the gravitational instability of
the shocked gas.

~The details regarding the behavior of the pressure-distance
affected by the finite mass of the atmospher~ ~ ~“

m$.%?wgm’:is .0:.-: .’-..~a ‘::*
●m* ’m: ●*

●
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the inhomogeneity of the atmosph>i-(which has not as yet been mentioned) are
most complicated and, in consequence, require much more elaborate study
than it has been possible to give here. The numbers quoted are intended to
serve only as an order-of-magnitudeguide. For example, because of the grad-
ual variation of atmospheric density with altitude, it is probably not true
that the variation of pressure versus distance is affected in any discontinuous
way with increasing yield.

considerations such as are suitable for conventional atomic bombs unsuited for

determining that height-of-burstfor super bomb which will optbize blast

damage. A simple-minded scaling wu.ld indicate a height-of-burst for a 40

megaton banb of about seven miles if it is desired to optimize pressure at 10-psi.

Because of the tenuous na~ure of the atmosphere at seven miles, it is clear

that the super bomb would be relatively inefficient in generating a blast wave

at this altitude. The best place, from the point of view of the generation of

a blast wave in air would be at ground

ever, if it is desired to opti.nizeair

must be minimized and, consequently, a

level where the air is most dense. How-

blast, the loss of energy to the ground

height of burst of at least the fireball

radius at breakaway, or abcut one mile, vmild be desirable from this point of

view. l’hebreakaway criterion is chosen because of the relatively mall coup-

ling betrieenthe energy in the ball of fire and the energy in the shock wave

at later

and that

of a few

times.

A height of

the varia~ion

burst between one and three miles is probably indicated

of pressure with distance on the ground at distances

miles due to such changes in the height of burst are probably small

because the increase in effectiveness due to the reflec~icn pattern is some-

what balanced by the decrease in blast due to the diminution in atmospheric

density.
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ex~ected from a MI-megaton super bomb burst at an altitude of 1-1/2 miles.

TARL& 1

-—
Mast tiind

Time frcm Detonation Cisbance uverpressure (In Posikive Phase;
(Secends) (Yds) (Psi) (MPH)

0.2 1,5(X) 1,5G0 5, 8cQ
/3.3 9,300 20 300
lG 10,000 15 210
12.7 12,000 12 170
14.2 13,000 la 150

Although, as has been stated, the blast frcm a super bomb has the

same general characteristics as that from a fission bomb, since the increased

yield makes an order-of-magnitudedifference in the scale factor, the associated

phenomena produce what amoun~s to a qualitative change in such features as the

blast winds and the updraft produced by the rising ball of fire. For ex~ple,

instead of having a blast wind which lasts for the fission bomb a matter of a

-7-
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second or so, the super

seconds.

3. Updraf~
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bomb &oduces a blast wind lasting about 10 - 1}

After the shock wave has propagated outward, there is a genersl

upward motion of the ball of fire and shock-heated air which gives rise to

the familiar atomic

area over which the

with it is probably

direct blast damage

cloud. In the case of a super banb, the extent of the

updraft can produce damage due to high winds associated

ccsnparableto and perhaps greater than that over which

(7)
is inflicted.

The surface winds resulting from the updraft acccrnpanfinga f@-

megaton super bomb explosion can be estimated as follows: Approximately 20%

23
of the @.eld of the banb, i.e., about 3 x 10 ergs, is carried up by the

rise of the ball of fire. As the ball of fire rises, air from a layer contain-

ing approximately half the mass of the atmosphere,about 2* miles, will rush in

to replace

sidered as

air at any

where

and c is a

.

that which is carried in the updraft. This air flow can be con-

two-ctbnensionaland incompressible; therefore,

distance r from the bomb will be given by

V-L
rh

r = distance frcm banb

h = thickness of kyer (about 2~miles)

constant which we will now evaluate.

‘Me figureof 20% of the yield of the bob may

the velocity of the

be ~ated to the

total kinetic energy involved in the horizontal winds, thus,

‘max

/
23

1/2 v2dm = 3 x 10 ergs

o
IJNCLASSIFIE)

where r. is the minimum radius of interest, i.e., the maximum radius of the

(?) Therehu, as yet, beenm mea$urom~t made b; t& ~pd~t.?s~ociated with
conventional fissicn bombs and the rmarks w?@: wg*mal@ fiere an be ex-
pected to

r
&ovide only o der-of-ma nitud accu “%~:”*lMci~~~$O

f %X! 19!$1W$E.
y, such

measurements are contemp ated for
-8- .*:

●“”*.*.:20. :
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=

ball of fire and rm= if sune radius beyoti which appreciable effects do

not occur.

Substituting h for r. and integrating, we have

().* log +
h

= 3 x 1023 ergs

.

Taking h = 2* miles and rm= = 20 h, we can calculate the value

of c, and Table 2, showing horfzontal”wind

The

the

TABLE 2

Distance
(Yds)

3,000
6,000
10,000
20,000
30,000

velocity versus distance, results.

Wind
(MPH)

600
300
200
100
60

choice of rm= is here scxnewhatarbitrary; however, since the value of

constant c depends on the square root of the logarithm of rm=, the re-

sults are quite insensitive to the value of rm= selectedc

It is seen, then, that the updraft from a 40-megaton explosion

will produce winds of hurricane velocity (z1OO mph) over an area of about

LOO square miles.

B. Thermal Effects

As has been previously stated in Section 11A, fission bomb

explosions can be considered stiil
y\@

ne another after the ball of fire

has expanded toaradius of#$&!$$3meters. Consequatly, from our kmwledge.~v “viYof scaling, we can expec super bomb of 40-megaton yield, detonated

a mile or two of sea level, to be similar to a fission banb explosion

the radius of the ball of fire has expanded to 400 meters. Fra this

on,the scaling laws can be applied to thermal radiation as well as to

within

after

point

blast.

●*e .:* ●

“o ●** ●.
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In particular, the percentage of the total boub energy radiated after

(8)
this time slmuld be the same as for a fission bmb, i.e., about 1/3

of the total energy. Although the early stages of a super bomb explosion

before the radius of the ball of fire has reached 400 meters, have no

counterpart in a fission bomb explosion, the fraction of the total energy

radiated away is not significantly different fran that for a fission bomb.

1. Thermal Radiation as a Function of Time

As scaling will a~ly to all but the earliest stages of a super

bomb explosion, the super bomb explosion will show the familiar minhnam and

other q@itative features of the fission bomb explosion. We can, then,

making use of the scaling laws, give the following table comparing a 40

$n

megaton super bomb with a 20 kiloton fission

TABLE 3

Fission Bomb
(20 KT)

.OIZ sec

3 sees

- $%

1/3

banb.

Super Bomb
(40 MT)

.17 sec

f+O sees

where

tm -

tm -

Qm-

QM-

time of the minimum, in seconds

time at tiic~ @tially all the thermal radiation has come out

+

%
pert

a< r
the total yield radiated away before the minimum

&%
f on of the total yield radiated away

2. Thermal Effects from a Very Hi@ Burst

It has been remarked that a super homb burst at a very high al-

titude wculd be inefficient in the production O@$i~b#M$t This inefficiency

(8) We are only concerned here with radiation o~.~x .; wavelength
to penetrate significant distances in sir... .~

-1o-
-?

!j*;:
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is reflected in an increased production of thermal radiation. As w have

seen, however, even an ai.rburstat moderate altitudes succeeds in convert-

ing a reasonable fraction of the energy (=w1/3) into thermal radiation

capable of producing distant tnmning.

A more important result of a high-altitude tirst is the increase

in the thermal radiation effective in turning because of the decreased attenu-

ation by the less dense air along its path. In the following, we will neglect

the possible increase in thermal radiation indicated above and mnsider only

the effect of decreased attenuation. For example, a &O-megaton super bomb

detonated at a one- to two-mile altitude can be expected to char wood at a

(9). Detonated at a height of 5 miles,distance of about 20 miles it should

%7
char mod at a distance of about

Y
miles, an increase in area in which the

effect occurs by a factir-~. Table 4 summarizes these results.

TABLE 1+

Height of Burst Area of Wood Charring
(Miles) (Sqyare Miles)

c. Effects on People and Structures

In the following sections, we will summarize the effects of

an air-krst and near-ground-burst4C1-megatonsuper bomb.

1. Damage to Personnel

Table 5 indicates the lethal distances ad areas for varicus

causes of damage to a man standing in the open from a w-meg~ton bomb burst

at an altitude of 1 1/2 miles.

It is to be observed that such a weapon

~ char at a dietence of abo rom the fission
boti explosion in Japan. We assume an atansp~e ansmission of 0.!3
through a l-mi e thicknes

blo-3/9u per Cm, a figure
“-a,-.:. -...%::,:●,
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extremely effective agains .eo$”c%ncentrations

at least a few hundred square miles.

TABLE 5

of

Man in Open (As in Troop Concentration)
40-Me~aton SuDer Bomb. Air-Burst at 1 1/2 Miles

Cause of Damage Lethal Distance Lethal Area
(Yards) (Square Miles)

Neutrons+$ 3200 10

GanunaRa@+ 5400 30

Thermal Radiation

(> 1st Degree burns,
Skin Charring) 30000 860

Blast

,

[Crushing, e.g.,
lung damage)
-100 psi - 9~ - 50

rhe following differences in the neutron sources, i.e., a 4&megaton -
Super bomb versus a 20-kiloton fiesion bomb, are considered in the estimate:

10 2000 times greater energy release.

2. 70 times more neutrons emitted in super bomb in primary process
per gram of material involved.

3. Lessened attenuation in bunb material of higher-energy neutrons
from super banb.

The fission am super bozbs were taken as equivalent gamma ray sources per
unit emergy releas;, although it is probabb- that the-super b-ombis a illa-
tively weaker source.

2. Damage to Structure

Scaling the obseswed movement of massive structures at

Sandstone yields the following interesting table for the predicted movements

~9)(cont’d) In view of the inoreased transmission of the atmospkre with elti-
tude due to the diminution of duet and other particles the mass absorption
coefficient drops with increasing altitude. This effect has not been con- 1
sidered in the above estimates. Consequently, the areas quoted probably
represent a lower limit.

(10)Annex6, Part I, Sandstone No. 24 of the Scientific Dixwctor’s Report
of Operation Sandstone.
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of 70-ton unanchored structu~s (e.g., tanks), originally located at 5,(XO

and 8,300 yards from a super bcmb exploded at a 1 1/2 mile altitude.

TABLE 6

70-Ton Structure, Unanchored
40-Megaton Super Bomb. Air-Burst at 1 1/2 Miles

Original Distance Distance Moved Area Involved
(Yards) (Yards) (Square Miles)

5,000 600 25

8,300 15 70

The damage to structures such as it is expected would exist in

an irxhstrial or city canplex is listed for a @-megaton super bomb, burst

at the assumed 1 1/2 miles altitude, in Table 7. The references to Types A,

B andC damage are nominal, since the strengths of various structural ele-

ments play an obvious part in the moxw precise statement of damage which

will result frun a given overpressureo

TABLE 7

Damage to Structures in City Ccmplex
@Meraton Super Bunb. Ai_Burst at 1 1/2 Miles

Overpressure Type of Damage
(PSI) (Squci&%ilee)

x)
10

2:4

For Conventional Structure: A -

B-
c-

90 A
170 B-A
210 B
10 c

Complete demolition.
Not complete but irreparable dzanage.
Severe but reparable damage.

3. Effect on Underground Installations

A 40-megaton super bomb might reasonably be expected to

incapacitate large underground installations having an area of 1 1/2

●
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square miles frcm a height of burst in the neighborhood of 1503 feet. This

statement follows from an application of the scaling laws to the effects

(U)
produced by the fission bonb at Trinity ,

The crater depth at the center shculd be lCO feet. The scaling

,m. . . , . . .lactor on alstance 1s taken as

l/3
6

12-
x 10

2+x 103

Under this 1 1/2 square mile area there will be damage coscparable

to that frctna severe earthquake. Electrical.conduits will be br6ken,

machinery rendered inoperative, people will be injured or killed (depending

on their position in the underground shelter) down to a depth of 100 feet or

more.

.

1~) LA-365, Permanent Earth Displacement. The Trinity crater produced by a
20-kiloton explosion on a MO-foot tower was dug out and depressedby
about 10 feet directly below the tower and by about 2 feet at a dis-
tance 300 feet fzvm the center.
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